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Abstract
It has become fashionable to argue against research on
new interconnection networks by claiming that with
wormhole switching, the dominant communication
method in modern parallel computers, routing latency
is insensitive to the diameter and other topological
parameters of the network; hence, the inference that
network topology is unimportant and the edict that we
should adhere to 2D and 3D mesh networks that offer
low-cost implementations,
simple algorithms, and
ease of expansion. This view, if left unchallenged,
could be harmful to further developments in the Jleld
of parallel computer architecture. In this paper, we
present various types of evidence that show diameter to
be quite important when networks are compared under
realistic andfair conditions that include some form of
aggregate bandwidth and/or cost normalization.

2. Topological

Parameters

Topological parameters of a network that potentially
affect routing performance include:
N
D
t1
d
C
B
L
A
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Number of nodes in the network
Diameter (maximum among the internode
shortest distances)
Average internode distance
Node degree (indicator of node bandwidth
with all-port communication)
Total number of channels or links (equal
to Nd/2 for a regular network)
Bisection bandwidth (measure of aggregate
bandwidth with random messages)
Maximum wire length or wire latency
(favors local connectivity, as in mesh)
A verage wire length or wire latency
(related to L as t1 is related to D)

Let's agree to always compare networks with the same
number N of nodes. Any global cost-performance
optimization for a given application must of course
include architectures with fewer and more nodes, but
this is beyond our scope here. The following theorem
helps us establish that diameter and average internode
distance are practically equivalent for approximate
performance comparison of competing topologies.

1. Introduction
This paper is motivated by the following common
observation, offered by some researchers in parallel
processing, to decry proposals for new interconnection
networks that purport to offer certain topological
advantages over existing architectures:

Theorem 1: For any node-symmetric
network, the
average internode distance t1 and the diameter D are
related by the inequalities D/2 ~ t1 ~ D.

With wormhole switching, which is dominant
in modern parallel computers, message delay is
almost independent of the routing path length;
this makes the diameter, or the whole network
topology for that matter, completely irrelevant.
The foregoing statement, and milder variants thereof,
have been repeated so many times that it is now taken
for granted by some that network diameter and other
topological parameters are truly unimportant.
We strive to dispel this misconception by showing
that topological parameters in general, and network
diameter in particular, are still quite important. Toward
this goal, we offer intuitive arguments and rough
analyses based on a number of architecture-independent
parameters. While architecture can be taken into
consideration to make the analyses more detailed and
the estimates more accurate, we believe that this rough
treatment is adequate to support our thesis.
We demonstrate, in the various sections of the paper,
that network diameter does not only influence routing
distances but is also intimately related to unroutability
due to conflicts, congestion, deadlock probability, and
realizability in a pin-limited context. Due to space
limitation, formal proofs have been left out.
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Note that the bounds given in Theorem 1 are tight:
binary nD hypercube exemplifies the case of t1 '" D/2;
nD radix-r generalized hypercubes [Bhu84], with
nonconstant n and r, and macro-star networks [Yeh98]
are examples where t1 = D - oeD).
Most networks of theoretical and practical interest are
node-symmetric: e.g. torus, hypercube, cube-connected
cycles, and star. In fact, the inequality of Theorem 1,
or a slightly laxer form of it, holds for many popular
node-asymmetric networks such as meshes, balanced
binary trees, pyramids, and meshes of trees. It follows
that demonstrating the importance of t1 should lead to
the conclusion that the diameter D is important also.
The total number C of channels or links has been used
as a rough indicator of network cost in the absence of
more detailed information about the architecture. Given
a fixed per-channel capacity, the parameter C is also
proportional
to the aggregate bandwidth
of the
network. A large C translates to good communication
performance only if the routing algorithms can utilize
all the links with spatial and temporal uniformity.
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The bisection
bandwidth
B is a measure of the
available network resources for communicationintensive applications with random data exchange
patterns. Generally speaking, a large bisection implies
dense connectivity
and higher performance
for
communication-intensive
problems, albeit at the cost
of more difficult wiring (larger layout area in the
chiplboard realm). Unlike network diameter D, which
is related to N and d through Moore bounds [parh99],
the numbers of nodes and links in a network have no
relation to its bisection bandwidth; it is fairly easy to
construct large, dense, node-symmetric networks that
exhibit relatively small bisections.
Dimensionizable node- and edge-symmetric networks
are an important subclass of node- and edge-symmetric
networks. We can map a node of a dimensionizable
node- and edge-symmetric network to any node of the
same network so that every dimension-i link, where i
is a unique label in [1, d] given to each edge incident
to a node, is mapped to another dimension-i link for
all i. Hypercubes, k-ary n-cubes, radix-r generalized
hypercubes, and star graphs all belong to the class of
dimensionizable node- and edge-symmetric networks.
The following result, provable by combining results
from [Yeh88b] with Theorem 1, shows that in
dimensionizable node- and edge-symmetric networks,
small diameter guarantees large bisection.
Theorem
2: Bisection width of a dimensionizable
node- and edge-symmetric interconnection network is
at least (d/D) LN/iJ IN/2l/ (N -1) = dN/(4D).
As in the case of Theorem 1, the bound of Theorem 2
is tight: nD radix-r generalized hypercubes [Bhu84],
with nonconstant nand r, have bisection widths that
are within a factor of 1 + 0(1) from this lower bound.
The maximum wire length L captures interconnection
locality. Mesh and torus networks can be laid out (or
wired) with short links, whereas the 2D VLSI layout
of an N-node hypercube, e.g., leads to wires of length
Q ((N/logN) 1/2). Compared to L, the average wire
length A is a better indicator of latency due to signal
propagation, provided that communication is at least
in part asynchronous and can take advantage of the
faster propagation times when encountered. With a
suitably designed routing algorithm that utilizes the
available channels efficiently and fairly, network
performance increases with C and decreases with L (or
A) when links are not pipelined.
There are other aspects of network topology, not
quantifiable by simple numerical measures as the ones
discussed above, that have significant effects on
routing performance and implementation cost. The
most important of these concerns modularity or
packageability.
Current
VLSI implementation
technology imposes severe I/O or pin limitations at
various levels of the packaging hierarchy (chip, board,
chassis, cabinet, etc.). Networks that can be efficiently
packaged
within these constraints
due to their
hierarchical or recursive structures invariably lead to
smaller L, smaller A, reduced chip area for drive
electronics, and lower per-hop power dissipation, by
reducing intermodule communications at the higher
packaging levels (see Section 7).
Diameter is Still Important

3. Hidden

Assumptions

It is by no means certain that all future parallel
computer systems will use wormhole switching
exclusively
[Magg96]. In fact, packet switching,
whose latency is directly proportional to the hop
distance from source to destination, is still quite
competitive under some conditions, and will remain
so, in one form or another, for the foreseeable future.
However,
let us assume the use of wormhole
switching and focus on the remaining aspects of the
misconception.
Note that routing latency with wormhole switching is
insensitive to hop distance or network diameter only if
the network is very lightly loaded AND messages are
rather long. Unless applications of interest are not
communication-intensive,
light message loading can
be ensured only by providing an aggregate network
bandwidth that is significantly higher than required;
this implies a much greater cost that may render the
resulting network solution cost-ineffective.
As for message length, clearly, the latency of a
message consisting of a few flits increases sharply
with any increase in the hop distance. Less obvious is
the fact that for the very same long messages where
distance assumes a secondary role, congestion or
conflicts
become
quite important,
since such
wormhole messages occupy the links for extended
periods. Of course with more conflicts comes not only
increased delay due to waiting, but the heightened
possibility of deadlock. When deadlock is a serious
threat, we are forced to sacrifice system resources to
detect or recover from deadlock, or else restrict
ourselves to less flexible, and often lower-performing,
deadlock-free routing algorithms. It is well known that
when deadlock is extremely unlikely, an aggressive
routing strategy coupled with deadlock detection and
recovery can perform much better than a conservative
strategy based on strict deadlock avoidance [pink97].
A common assumption in analyzing networks with
regard to their communication
capacity is that of
random message traffic. Specific communication
patterns with various regularities allow some networks
to perform much better than in the case of random
traffic. The flip side of this coin is the fact that one
can often construct worst-case communication patterns
that strain any given network's ability to efficiently
route the messages. This is particularly true with
wormhole switching; and it tends to be easier to do for
networks that have large diameters. For these reasons,
we stick with the assumption of random traffic.
Let us continue our discussion in the case of long
messages. In a network with a fixed total number C of
links, the average internode distance ~ has a direct
effect on congestion. For example, with C = 1000 and
~ = 10, on the average no more than 100 long
wormhole messages can be in transit at any given time
(probably far less, due to conflicts and uneven
distribution of traffic). If ~ drops to 8, say, the
number of messages that can be handled increases,
leading to enhanced network bandwidth.
In the
following sections, we proceed to quantify certain
aspects of the foregoing observation.
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4. Oblivious

Routing

5. Adaptive

We would like to compare two networks that have the
same number C of links but different average internode
distances ~ and ~'. The number C of links is a very
rough measure of network cost and it makes sense to
compare equal-cost networks. As stated earlier, other
aspects of a network, such as VLSI layout area and the
length of the longest wire affect its cost and per-hop
latency, these cannot be taken into account in an
architecture-independent discussion and we proceed by
equating the network cost with C; let us say that we
strive to compare only network architectures with
comparable layout or packaging complexity.
In the following analysis, we assume that oblivious
routing is used; i.e., the same unique routing path PiJ
is always chosen when sending a message from node i
to node}. In our rough analysis, we assume all routing
paths to have the common length ~.
Consider the probability Pi of being able to establish
an ith routing path, given that i-I paths are already
in place. This requires that all the required ~ links in
the new path be available. Hence:
Pi = (C-(~I)~)

/ (~)

For most values of ~, the probability Pi is a sharply
decreasing function of i. To get a feel for the numbers
involved, let's take C = 100 and compute Pi for
different values of i and ~ (Fig. 1).
The data used in constructing Fig. 1 also suggests that
the expected number of routing paths that can be
established before conflicts make additional paths
impossible is rather small. The foregoing observations
are basically the routing counterpart to the "birthdays"
problem, often discussed in elementary probability
courses; here, as in the birthdays problem, the
probability of an event's occurrence, namely that of
multiple paths requiring the use of the same link (two
or more people sharing the same birthday), is much
larger than intuition would lead us to believe.
1.0

One may think that the pessimistic conclusions of
Section 4 stem from the rigidity of oblivious routing
and that the flexibility of adaptive routing may
significantly improve the situation.
First, we note that adaptive routing comes with
nontrivial overhead in computing and establishing the
routing paths, both due to the more complex routing
decisions and due to the greater difficulty of deadlock
avoidance. This is why, in practice, adaptive routing is
not as popular as one might think [Duat94].
Arguing for or against the benefits of adaptive routing
is outside the scope of this paper. However, we note
that any benefits offered by adaptive routing are likely
to be more pronounced for a network with smaller ~.
Discussing the effects of adaptive routing is difficult,
if not impossible, without reference to a specific
architecture. However, various intuitive arguments can
be used to justify the preceding claim.
The first argument goes like this. Suppose we are
trying to establish an ith routing path after i-I paths
are already in place. The larger the average internode
distance ~, the longer the paths that are already in
place, and the harder it is to circumvent them to
establish the new path. This is particularly true for the
majority of implemented or proposed adaptive routing
algorithms that are restricted in their routing decisions;
e.g., must select a shortest path. Unrestricted adaptive
algorithms present a different type of problem. They
may be able to proceed in a situation where an
oblivious or more restricted adaptive routing algorithm
fails. However, they do so by establishing increasingly
longer routing paths to get around already occupied
links. This, however, is self-defeating in that greater
network bandwidth tends to be tied down for each
additional message, particularly if messages are very
long. Of course, the preceding shortcoming is in
addition to greater overhead (in routing decisions and
deadlock avoidance/recovery
techniques) implied by
unrestricted adaptive routing.
Here is a second intuitive argument: Any routing path
of length lor less between the nodes i and} must visit
exclusively nodes that are 1/2 or fewer hops away from
one of the end points i and}. The smaller the network
diameter, the larger the number of nodes satisfying the
condition above, and thus the greater the potential
benefits of adaptive routing. Note that because the
benefit accrues for each I, the preceding observation is
valid for both unrestricted adaptive routing and for
adaptive routing algorithms that place an absolute or
shortest-distance-related
upper bound on the length of
the routing path used.
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Fig. 1. Probability Pi of being able to establish
an ith routing path, given that i-I
paths are
already in place, in a IOO-link network with
average internode distance tJ..
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A third argument can be added for a special class of
adaptive routing algorithms known as deflection or
hot-potato routing. Intuitively, any decrease in ~ tends
to decrease the probability of deflection and the
additional travel time of deflected messages. Both of
these tend to improve performance in a nonlinear
fashion; i.e., a 5% decrease in deflections is likely to
have a significantly higher than 5% impact on the
average latency and network throughput.
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6. General

Routing

8.

There are also bounds on routing performance that hold
regardless of the routing method used (oblivious or
adaptive). Here, we provide two such results that help
establish the importance of network diameter.
Random routing, where packets are generated randomly
at network nodes and packet destinations are uniformly
distributed, is a fundamental communication problem.
Total exchange (all-to-all personalized communication)
is also deemed quite important. The following results
relate the performance of a network during random
routing and total exchange to network diameter.
Theorem 3: The maximum achievable
for random routing in a dimensionizable
edge-symmetric network is at lease diD.

throughput
node- and

Theorem 4: In a dimensionizable node- and edgesymmetric network, a set of d total exchange tasks can
be executed in (N - I)D or fewer communication steps
under the all-port communication model.
7. Packaging

Considerations

A common problem in practical systems involving
multiple packaging levels is I/O pin limitations that
tend to favor architectures with smaller diameters.
Therefore, whereas low-dimensional
k-ary n-cubes
outperform higher dimensional ones when bisection
width is kept constant [DalI90), the situation reverses
under pin-out constraints [Abra91).
We have previously shown [Yeh98) that certain smalldiameter architectures can offer high performance when
packaging constraints are taken into account. Such
architectures possess hierarchical constructions and can
be made to satisfy pin-out constraints
through
judicious choice of their structural parameters. Suitable
choices, in effect, trade off intermodule connectivity
for intramodule links. This allows us not only to meet
any hard constraints on intermodule connectivity but
also to use the aforementioned
tradeoff to reduce
system cost and/or power dissipation via fewer pinouts and associated buffering and drive circuitry.
Recent studies of pruned networks also offer evidence
for the suitability of low-diameter architectures in pinlimited implementation contexts. For example, a 3D
torus can be pruned to use degree-4 nodes without a
notable increase in its D or.1 parameter. The resulting
network is close to 2D torus in layout complexity but
offers performance comparable to 3D torus when cost
is normalized [Kwai99). Similar benefits accrue from
pruning strategies applied to other densely connected
low-diameter networks [parh99a).
Imagine a million-processor system implemented with
lK or so nodes per printed-circuit board (requires the
use of multiple-processor
chips, as in the recently
announced IBM Blue Gene project [ClarOO)). If boards
were put in eight cabinets, each holding one-eighth of
a 3D torus, say, we would need 15,000 channels per
cabinet. In such a scenario, one cannot dismiss more
pin-efficient, low-diameter architectures as one does for
today's top-of-the-line parallel computers that do not
go beyond several thousands of processors.
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Conclusion

Network diameter and other topological properties are
not as unimportant as some would lead us to believe.
For one thing, with implementation cost normalized,
even a small reduction in network diameter should be
welcome rather than dismissed as insignificant. For
another, the space of possibilities
for network
architectures is vast; the choice is not limited to lowversus high-dimensional k-ary n-cubes. Furthermore, it
is quite dangerous to generalize from a small number
of high-level studies. It is even more dangerous to base
the evaluation of research papers and proposals on
practices that may have been derived from nontechnical
considerations.
If a similar mentality prevailed in
operating systems, for example, only research on
Microsoft Windows would be deemed appropriate.
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